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Abstract20

Purpose: Tortuosity of corneal nerve fibers acquired by in vivo Confocal Microscopy21

(IVCM) are closely correlated to numerous diseases. While tortuosity assessment has22

conventionally been conducted through labor-intensive manual evaluation, this war-23

rants an automated and objective tortuosity assessment of curvilinear structures. This24

paper proposes a method that extracts image-level features for corneal nerve tortuosity25

grading.26

Methods: For an IVCM image, all corneal nerve fibers are first segmented and then27

their tortuosity are calculated by morphological measures. The Ordered Weighted28

Averaging (OWA) approach, and the k-Nearest-Neighbor guided Dependent Ordered29

Weighted Averaging (kNNDOWA) approach are proposed to aggregate the tortuosity30

values and form a set of extracted features. This is followed by running the wrapper31

method, a supervised feature selection, with an aim to identify the most informative32

attributes for tortuosity grading.33

Results: Validated on a public and an in-house benchmark data sets, experimental re-34

sults demonstrate superiority of the proposed method over the conventional averaging35

and length-weighted averaging methods with performance gain in accuracy (15.44%36

and 14.34%, respectively).37

Conclusions: The simultaneous use of multiple aggregation operators could extract38
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image-level features that lead to more stable and robust results compared with that39

using average and length-weighted average. The OWA method could facilitate the ex-40

planation of derived aggregation behavior through stress functions. The kNNDOWA41

method could mitigate the effects of outliers in the image-level feature extraction.42
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I. Introduction65

The in vivo Confocal Microscopy (IVCM) is a non-invasive technique to imaging the corneal66

nerves, particularly, for the examination of the subbasal nerve plexus1. Since the IVCM was67

successfully applied to corneal nerve imaging in 20012, a number of studies3,4,5 have shown68

that numerous properties of corneal nerve, such as nerve fiber branching, density, length,69

and tortuosity, are related to both eye conditions and systemic diseases. As the tortuosity70

can be used to interpret the degeneration and subsequent regeneration of nerves, which71

leads to active neural growth5, substantial attention has been paid to tortuosity among72

other morphological properties of nerve fiber. For example, important correlation has been73

identified between the tortuosity of nerve and severity of diabetic neuropathy6, which is one74

of the most common and serious long-term complications of diabetes7. In addition, tortuosity75

has also been associated with various ocular diseases, such as retinopathy of prematurity8,76

herpes simplex keratitis9, and fungal keratitis10. In order to reveal the correlation between77

the degrees of fiber tortuosity and associated medical conditions, the tortuosity levels of nerve78

fibers could be labeled in a rough band of 3-5 grades,1,3,11 and could also be labeled using an79

interval of real numbers with refined resolution of 0.1 or even 0.0112. However, such empirical80

assessment is subjective. It may lead to substantial inter and intra-observer variability, and81

also making it susceptible to human errors3,12. With the ever increasing collection of high82

resolution IVCM images, the inefficient labor-intensive approach necessities an automated83

tortuosity assessment method.84

Once the corneal nerves are traced in IVCM images, each nerve fiber can be represented85

as pixels which form a curvilinear structure and its tortuosity can then be measured. The86

definition and measurement of tortuosity has been extensively studied on medical13,14 and87

other forms of images in the literature15,16. A number of measures have been defined with88

respect to different criteria, such as the length-based17,18,19, the angle-based12,13,15,20, and the89

curvature-based measures14,21. It is worth noting that most of these existing measures are90

designed for quantifying specific anatomical structures (such as retinal vessel17, intracerebral91

vasculature18, and corneal nerve22). As such, there is no universal agreement as to which92

standard or measure to apply for when quantifying the tortuosity of nerve fibers.93

Many of the existing methods in the literature focus on defining and calculating the94

tortuosity of individual curvilinear structures, i.e., the fiber-level tortuosity. However, in95
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working towards the automated grading of IVCM images with respect to the tortuosity of96

corneal nerve fibers, a step that has substantial influence on the quality of grading is ex-97

tracting image-level tortuosity from fiber-level tortuosity. In the literature, this is conducted98

through the simple average of fiber-level tortuosity degrees or the weighted average by fiber99

lengths in many existing automated methods11,23,24. However, as the nerve fibers of varying100

lengths could exhibit considerably different tortuosity characteristics, this approach could101

lead to misclassification of nerve fibers, particularly those that consist of only a handful102

of highly twisted nerves among many other flat ones, which are empirically labeled highly103

tortuous by ophthalmologists1. Furthermore, when multiple measures are simultaneously104

utilized, the averaging methods for extracting image-level features can be different for d-105

ifferent fiber-level tortuosity measures25. Although a number of researches have pointed106

out the importance of image-level feature extraction to tortuosity assessment1,3,25, to our107

best knowledge, so far there is no such a pipeline that can choose the aggregation methods108

automatically rather than empirically calibrated.109

In order to address the issues that may result from existing approaches, a module which110

enables automated aggregation of tortuosity on individual fibers is proposed and added111

to the conventional pipeline in this paper, whereby both experts-defined and data-driven112

weighting vectors are employed in the aggregation. To be more specific, an image-level113

feature extraction method based on the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) and k-Nearest-114

Neighbor guided Dependent OWA (kNNDOWA) is proposed. For each fiber-level tortuosity115

measure, the tortuosity degrees of all nerve fibers in an image are aggregated by the OWA116

with a set of stress functions that aims to enhance the diversity and interpretability of117

extracted image-level features. Furthermore, the kNNDOWA is also employed to learn the118

weight of each nerve fiber by using an unsupervised approach. These initially generated119

features are refined by supervised feature selection techniques and the selected features are120

then fed into classifiers to perform the corneal nerve tortuosity grading. The proposed121

method (named as Mixed OWA and Feature Selection, MOWAFS) is verified on both a122

public and an in-house data sets. The in-house collection includes 300 images of the corneal123

subbasal nerve plexus obtained through a scanning laser confocal microscope in normal124

and pathologic subjects. Experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of the125

proposed methods over conventional approaches with aggregation operators including the126

averaging, maximum, and length-weighted averaging. It is worth noticing that there exists127
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end-to-end models such as the use of convolutional neural network, which enables to directly128

generate predictions from images through a “black-box” model26. However, its application129

in grading the tortuosity of nerve fibers is not preferred so far, owing to the very limited130

labeled data available as well as the requirement for the extraction of meaningful knowledge131

to clinicians.132

II. Materials and Methods133

II.A. Materials134

Two IVCM image data sets are employed in this paper. Apart from being tested on the135

public1 Corneal Nerve Tortuosity data set27 (indicated as PUB hereinafter), which consists136

of 30 images labeled into 3 grades as low, mid, and high, the proposed approach is also137

applied to a recently collected in-house data set with a larger collection. In order to validate138

the effectiveness of MOWAFS in clinical practice, the in-house data set (indicated as OWN139

hereinafter) comprises 300 images which are randomly selected from the IVCM library of140

Peking University Third Hospital. All images were taken in normal and pathological subjects141

with a Heidelberg Retina Tomograph HRT-III combined with Rostock Cornea Module. No142

preference on disease, age, or corneal location was set over the selection of images. However,143

images containing abnormal structures such as noticeable langerhans cells and obvious neu-144

romas, were excluded to avoid biases in the automated segmentation of fiber nerves. The145

images are acquired in the view field of 400× 400µm2 and are stored with the resolution of146

384× 384 pixels.147

The images are graded into 4 levels of tortuosity based on the Laura protocol2 by an148

experienced ophthalmologist. The original protocol categorizes the IVCM images into 5149

grades with respect to their tortuosity: Grade 0, the nerve fibers appear almost straight;150

Grade 1, the nerve fibers are slightly tortuous; Grade 2, the nerve fibers appear moderately151

tortuous; there are frequent changes in the direction of the fiber, although these are of small152

amplitude; Grade 3, the nerve fibers are quite tortuous and the amplitude changes in the153

fiber direction can be quite severe; Grade 4, the nerve fibers appear very tortuous, showing154

abrupt and frequent changes in the nerve fiber direction. Since it is practically difficult155

1Available at: http://bioimlab.dei.unipd.it/
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for the clinician to discriminate the images of Grade 0 over those of Grade 1, the original156

Laura protocols of Grade 0 and 1 are merged. Therefore, the employed grading scales of157

the in-house data set are from Grade 1 to Grade 4 with images distributed in corresponding158

grades being 41, 173, 66, and 20, respectively.159

As the first step of the automated tortuosity grading pipeline, segmentation is required160

to locate the nerves in IVCM images. The nerve fibers shown on IVCM images from both the161

PUB and OWN data sets are segmented by a recently proposed deep learning based algorithm162

named CS-NET28. In addition, for the PUB data set, the nerve fibers were also manually163

segmented by an ophthalmologist who traced the centerlines of all visible nerves. Depending164

on whether the images are segmented automatically or manually (indicated as -auto and -165

man, respectively), these result in three data sets (PUB-auto, OWN-auto, and PUB-man) in166

total for subsequent validation. Figure 1 shows examples of original in-house images as well167

as corresponding images segmented automatically. It can be seen from Figure 1F and 1G168

that artifacts such as small dendritic cells exist in some IVCM images. These artifacts may169

be regarded as dots or very short curves by the selected segmentation method. Therefore,170

a simple post-process is employed to delete the segments which are shorter than 10 pixels171

following the running of CS-NET.172

II.B. Framework of Automated Tortuosity Grading173

The conventional pipeline of automated corneal nerve tortuosity grading consists of n-174

erve fiber segmentation, fiber-level and image-level feature extraction, and tortuosity clas-175

sification (as shown in Figure 2). Given an IVCM image Imgp ∈ U, the nerve fibers176

Seg1, Seg2, · · · , Segm on Imgp are first located by image segmentation techniques, which177

can be performed either through manual annotations or an automated algorithm. Then,178

M measures F 1, F 2, · · · , FM , which follow different criteria and standards, are calculated179

on each nerve segment Segi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m to characterize its degrees of tortuosity by re-180

al numbers. The collected tortuosity degrees of Segi with regard to the M measures are181

represented by (f 1
i , f

2
i , · · · , f

M
i ), where large values indicate high tortuosity.182

An aggregation operator Agg : R
m → R is then applied on the tortuosity degrees183

of all nerve fibers with respect to a certain measure, which generates image-level feature184

(a1p, a
2
p, · · · , a

M
p ) for image Imgp. As mentioned before, the averaging and length-weighted185
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averaging of all or selected segmented nerve fibers are commonly employed as the Agg.186

Formally, given the length of Segi denoted as li and the tortuosity degree of Segi with187

respect to measure F I is f I
i , I = 1, 2, · · · ,M , the image-level tortuosity can be calculated188

as length-weighted average3:189

Agglength(f I
1 , f

I
2 , · · · , f

I
m) =

∑m
i=1 lif

I
i

∑m
i=1 li

(1)190

or simply as arithmetic average:191

Aggaverage(f I
1 , f

I
2 , · · · , f

I
m) =

∑m
i=1 f

I
i

m
. (2)192

In doing so, the M fiber-level tortuosity measures F 1, F 2, · · · , FM are transformed into M193

image-level features A1, A2, · · · , AM , respectively. Finally, a classifier is trained to assign each194

image with one of N tortuosity grade labels g1, g2, · · · , gN . A feature selection algorithm195

can be applied on the image-level features to select the most discriminative ones for the196

tortuosity classification optionally22,29.197

II.C. Fiber-level Feature Extraction198

The tortuosity has been estimated using various criteria, which are derived from correspond-199

ing geometric measurements such as length, angle, and curvature. Since there is no universal200

measure that can capture the characteristics of all types of tortuosity, multiple measures are201

employed simultaneously to evaluate the fiber-level tortuosity. The following introduces how202

various measures are calculated and utilized in this paper.203

As the IVCM images are stored as pixels, the discrete approximation of geometric204

quantities is employed to measure the degree of tortuosity of a nerve fiber. Formally, given the205

centreline of nerve fiber Segi described by the ordered set of pixels [(xj, yj)|j = 1, 2, · · · , n],206

amongst which (x1, y1) and (xn, yn) represent the two ends of the centreline, the chord length207

Lx and curve length Lc, are defined as208

Lx =
√

(x1 − xn)2 + (y1 − yn)2209

and210

Lc =
n

∑

j=2

√

∆x2
j +∆y2j ,211
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respectively, where ∆xj = xj − xj−1, j = 2, 3, · · · , n. A simple and widely used measure212

of curvilinear structure tortuosity, i.e., the Arc Length over Chord Length Ratio, is then213

defined as the ratio between curve length and the chord length of Segi
30:214

τL(Segi) = Lc/Lx. (3)215

A number of tortuosity measures are defined base on the concept of curvature K, which216

is a metric for indicating directional change of investigated curve. For each point (xj, yj) in217

Segi, the curvature K(j) is defined as218

K(j) =
∆2xj∆yj −∆xj∆

2yj
(∆x2

j +∆y2j )
3/2

,219

where ∆2xj = ∆xj − ∆xj−1, j = 3, 4, · · · , n. In14, τC : the sum of absolute K(j) and τSC :220

the sum of squared K(j) over the whole segment Segi are employed as measures of the221

nerve directional variability. In23, the maximum of absolute K(j) over a corneal nerve fiber222

(indicated as τMC) is also used as a measure of tortuosity. The τC , τSC , and τMC are defined223

as follows:224

τC(Segi) =
n

∑

j=3

|K(j)|, (4)225

τSC(Segi) =
n

∑

j=3

K(j)2, (5)226

τMC(Segi) = max
{j=3,··· ,n}

|K(j)|. (6)227

An alternative curvature-based tortuosity measure has been proposed in31, where the deriva-228

tive of the curvature is used to quantify the directional change of a line. Similar to the τSC ,229

the tortuosity level can be defined as the sum of the squared derivative of curvature:230

τDCI(Segi) =
1

Lc

n
∑

j=4

(K(j)−K(j − 1))2, (7)231

where the Lc is the curve length and K(j) is the curvature of point (xj, yj) in Segi as232

described in the previous text.233

It may be assumed that the greater the number of curvature sign is changed along a234

curve, the more tortuous the curve is. Therefore, several tortuosity measures are defined235
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base on the concept of inflection points (also known as twists). The number of inflection236

points n′ equals to the number of changes in sign of the curvature K(j) for planar curves237

17. Since the tortuosity measure τL may not distinguish between smoothly curved structures238

and structures that make abrupt changes in direction, a new tortuosity based on τL, i.e., the239

Inflection Count Metric (ICM) is proposed in18:240

τICM(Segi) = (n′ + 1) · τL(Segi). (8)241

Moreover, if a turn curve sj′ , j
′ = 1, 2, · · · , n′+1 is defined as the portion of a nerve segment242

Segi located between two consecutive twists (or the portion between one end of Segi to its243

nearest twist), it can be assumed that the greater the amplitude (maximum distance of the244

curve from the underlying chord) of a turn curve, the greater the tortuosity associated with245

it1. Then, the tortuosity of the nerve segment Segi is calculated as:246

τ(Segi) =
n′

n′ + 1

1

Lc

n′+1
∑

j′=1

(τL(sj′)− 1). (9)247

An angle-based tortuosity measure termed Slope Chain Code (SCC) is proposed in15,248

where a curve is traced by a chain, which is essentially a sequence of fixed-length straight249

lines placed along the curve. The corresponding slope angle between such two adjacent250

straight line segments is employed to estimate the curvature of the point at which the end251

of a line segment and the original curve intersect. As the original curve is approximated by252

a sequence of constant-length segments in SCC, the selection of length will not only decide253

the number of sampling points in SCC calculation, but also affect the resultant tortuosity254

degrees. Therefore, since it is difficult to decide the length of line segments in SCC for255

corneal nerve fibers in this paper, the constant-length line segments in SCC are replaced256

by straight line segments between two points which achieve the local maximum and local257

minimum of K adjacently. Figure 3 illustrates the calculation of slope angle α at the local258

maximum point.259

Given that the total number of points which achieve local maximal K and adjacent to260

two local minimal K points is n′′, the slope angles at such points are αj′′ , j
′′ = 1, 2, · · · , n′′,261

the tortuosity measure τMS is defined as262

τMS(Segi) =
1

n′′

n′′

∑

j′′=1

αj′′ . (10)263
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As summarized in Table 1, eight geometric measures designed for tortuosity evaluation264

of curvilinear structures are employed for fiber-level feature extraction on IVCM images.265

Since there is no universal agreement as to which measure to apply for when quantifying the266

tortuosity of nerve fibers, this paper empirically uses a comprehensive range of measures,267

which are defined following different geometric standards. It is worth noticing that other268

fiber-level tortuosity measures can also be employed in the MOWAFS framework.269

Each measure is deemed to be a mapping from nerve fibers to real-valued numbers270

where high values represent high tortuosity. Once the tortuosity of m traced nerve fibers271

in an IVCM image are obtained via such a fiber-level measure (the value of m may vary in272

different IVCM images), the next step aims to aggregate the tortuosity values of the m fiber273

segments to form an image-level tortuosity value. This is nontrivial as IVCM images usually274

contain a variable number of corneal nerve fibers which could show considerably different275

tortuosity characteristics3. The following subsections present the proposed method which276

can effectively extract image-level features for the tortuosity grading.277

II.D. Image-level Feature Extraction278

It turns out that1 the averaged fiber-level tortuosity could be rather crude and cannot provide279

an accurate estimation of image-level tortuosity, particularly those images that consist of280

only a handful of highly twisted nerves among many other flat ones, but are empirically281

labeled highly tortuous by ophthalmologists. With the existing averaging method, high282

tortuosity values from a small amount of nerves are averaged out in comparison with low283

tortuosity values from the majority, which leads to low estimation of tortuosity at the image284

level. In order to solve this problem, the OWA based image-level feature extraction method285

is proposed, which aims to flexibly adjust the contributions made by different nerve fibers286

through tuning weights. As an alternative to OWA, in order to promote nerve fibers that are287

deemed more reliable and demote ones that are likely to be outliers, the kNNDOWA is also288

employed in the image-level feature extraction, by considering the similarity of individual289

fibers with regard to its nearest neighbors. The flowchart of the proposed method named as290

Mixed OWA and Feature Selection (MOWAFS) is shown in Figure 4.291
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II.D.1. OWA-based Feature Extraction292

In case where multiple arguments are required to aggregate in order to produce a more robust293

outcome32,33, the simple average, maximum, and minimum are among the popular aggrega-294

tion operators. Apart from these conventional operators, the family of OWA operators is an295

alternative and more general type of operator for aggregation. The distinguishing aspect of296

OWA is the reordering step in which the input values are rearranged in descending/ascending297

order before they are integrated into a single aggregated one34.298

Formally, a mapping Aggowa : Rm → R is called an OWA operator if299

Aggowa(f1, f2, · · · , fm) =
m
∑

i=1

wifπ(i) (11)300

where fπ(i) is a permutation of fi, which satisfies that fπ(i) is the i-th largest of the fi, and301

wi ∈ [0, 1] is a collection of weights that satisfies
∑m

i=1 wi = 1, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.302

The weights of an OWA operator are hereafter denoted as a weighting vector W =303

(w1, w2, · · · , wm), in which wi is associated with the i-th largest input values. Different304

from weighted averaging, the ordering of inputs gives OWA a nonlinear feature. Different305

choices of the weighting vector W can lead to different aggregation results. For example,306

the classical averaging is an special case of OWA by setting wi = 1/m. The maximum307

operator can be formed by OWA with w1 = 1 and wi = 0 for i 6= 1, and the minimum308

can be formed by wm = 1 and wi = 0 for i 6= m. An important feature of the OWA309

operator is that it provides an output value between the maximum and the minimum of the310

arguments. A straightforward way of applying OWA to the image-level feature extraction is311

by defining a feature AI based on the fiber-level tortuosity measure F I , as its value of Imgp312

is aIp = Aggowa(f I
1 , f

I
2 , · · · , f

I
m), I = 1, 2, · · · ,M .313

The conventional aggregation operators are inflexible in the utilization of expert per-314

ceptions to control the aggregation behavior. In OWA, a simple mechanism named stress315

function has been introduced for deriving weights with explicit andness/orness and attaining316

interpretability. Let the stress function35 h : [0, 1] → R
+ be a non-negative function on the317

unit interval. The OWA weighting vector W = (w1, · · · , wi, · · · , wm) can then be defined as318

319

wi =
h( i

m
)

∑m
i=1 h(

i
m
)
, (12)320
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such a function h is termed a stress function for OWA35.321

Since the number of segmented nerve fibers m varies in different IVCM images, the322

number of input values and the number of weights are different when OWA is applied to323

aggregate the fiber-level features on different images. Therefore, in the OWA-based image-324

level feature extraction, a stress function can be predefined with the corresponding weighting325

vector derived based on the number of nerve fibers on each IVCM image. The OWAweighting326

vector obtained with the associated stress function can be directly used to explain the overall327

aggregation behavior. That is, the values from a stress function h(z) on the left side of [0, 1]328

reflect weights associated with the larger inputs, i.e., nerve fibers with higher tortuosity329

degrees, whereas the values associated with the right side of the unit interval reflect the330

weights associated with smaller inputs, i.e., nerve fibers with lower tortuosity degrees.331

Stress functions of different shapes can be used to impose constraints over the distribu-332

tion of weights in OWA and hence resulting in different andness/orneess of the aggregation.333

Andness suggests that the aggregated result is influenced by smaller input values and the334

aggregation operator behaves similarly to conjunction, while orness indicates that the ag-335

gregated result is influenced by greater input values and the aggregation operator behaves336

similarly to disjunction. Figure 5 shows the examples of stress functions which define the337

behavior of OWA operators.338

An indicator which can be adopted to quantify the andness/orness of an OWA aggrega-339

tion operator is the Attitudinal Character (A-C)35. In particular, the attitudinal character340

of an OWA operator can be calculated from the stress function h as341

A-C(h) =

∫ 1

0

∫ t

0
h(z)dz

∫ 1

0
h(z)dz

dt. (13)342

The value of attitudinal character gives an idea that an aggregation operator behaves simi-343

larly to conjunction/andness (influenced by smaller argument values) if A-C is closer to 0 or344

disjunction/orness (influenced by larger values) if A-C is closed to 1. It can easily be shown345

that the attitudinal character of the minimum, average, and maximum are 0, 0.5, and 1,346

respectively.347

It is worth noticing that the attitudinal character can also be calculated from the weights348
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by349

A-C(W ) =
1

m− 1

m
∑

i=1

((m− i)wi) (14)350

and A-C(W ) → A-C(h) as m → ∞. Since the number of nerve fibers m varies with351

different IVCM images and a stress function is used to derive weighting vectors for all352

images in a data set, the most accurate way to calculate A-C(h) is using Eqn. (13) directly.353

However, in practical experimentations and applications, it is more convenient to calculate354

an approximation of A-C(h) by using A-C(W ) and Eqn. (12) while setting the value of m355

to a very large integer.356

Instead of using the conventional minimum, average, and maximum, the OWA oper-357

ator is able to generate aggregated results in between the minimum and maximum. More358

specifically in this paper, each of the M(M = 8) tortuosity measures will form an input359

to twenty-one OWA operators whose A-C values are distributed in [0, 1]. The linear stress360

function h(z) = 1 + u(z − 1) is employed to derive the weighting vectors for OWA-based361

image-level feature extraction. By setting u = 0.2, 0.4, · · · , 1.0, 1
0.8

, 1
0.6

· · · , 1
0.2

, nine weight-362

ing vectors are generated. For each of the generated weighting vector W , 1 − W is also363

employed. Including the features extracted by using minimum, average and maximum, a364

total number of M by 21 image-level features can be generated based on the M tortuosity365

measures for each IVCM image.366

II.D.2. kNNDOWA-based Feature Extraction367

While aggregating the tortuosity at nerve fiber level, instead of simply adopting a fixed368

set of weighting vectors, whose generation is independent of the specific input values, this369

paper also explores a data-driven generation of weights by considering the reliability of each370

individual inputs with respect to its neighbors. When automated segmentation algorithms371

are employed in the pipeline of tortuosity grading, inaccurate segmentation may generate372

outlier values in the tortuosity measurement. A typical weighting vector given by a certain373

OWA operator may suffer from assigning largest weights to outlier arguments (e.g., maximum374

and minimum), resulting in biased or even false results. Therefore, an unsupervised learning375

mechanism is also adopted to differentiate between nerve fibers that are deemed more reliable376

and those that are likely to be outliers by considering the interplay between their tortuosity377

values.378
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A type of OWA operator named Dependent OWA has been introduced in the litera-379

ture36, in which the values of inputs are used to determine the weights in the aggregation380

in order to produce reliable aggregated outcomes. In particular, the k-Nearest-Neighbor381

guided Dependent OWA (kNNDOWA)37 determines the reliability of input values (i.e., the382

tortuosity degrees) by its nearest neighbors. This modeling of reliability helps differentiate383

amongst a set of nerve fibers in an IVCM image such that a certain tortuosity degree of384

a nerve fiber which is similar to those of other nerve fibers is deemed reliable and can be385

assigned a higher weight. In contrast, a tortuosity degree that is different from its neighbors386

is assigned a lower weight. Formally, the reliability of an input value fi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m in387

kNNDOWA is defined as388

Rk
i = 1−

k
∑

t=1

|fi − nfi
t |/k

max
i′,i′′∈{1,2,··· ,m}

|fi′ − fi′′ |
, (15)389

where nfi
t is the value of t-th nearest neighbor (t = 1, 2, · · · , k) of the input tortuosity fi, and390

the absolute difference between two tortuosity degrees is used to perform neighbor-searching.391

In this paper, the k in kNNDOWA is set to the round number of m/3 for each image, which392

accounts one third of nerve fibers in an IVCM image while calculating the reliability and393

subsequently the weight for the tortuosity of each nerve fiber.394

Having obtained the reliability degrees of all tortuosity values as per Eqn. (15), they can395

then be normalized to generate the weighing vector for nerve fibers. Given the reliability Rk
i396

of each tortuosity degree fi, the corresponding kNNDOWA operator Aggknn-dowa : Rm → R397

can be defined by398

Aggknn-dowa(f1, f2, · · · , fm) =

∑m
i=1 R

k
i fi

∑m
i=1 R

k
i

. (16)399

For each fiber-level tortuosity measure F I , an image-level feature AI can be defined as the400

feature value of Imgp, i.e., a
I
p = Aggknn-dowa(f I

1 , f
I
2 , · · · , f

I
m), I = 1, 2, · · · ,M . It is worth401

noticing that by using the kNNDOWA based feature extraction, the number of extracted402

feature remains the same as the number of selected tortuosity measures.403

II.D.3. Supervised Feature Selection based on Wrapper404

Once the tortuosity measurements of multiple nerve fibers are aggregated by OWA and405

kNNDOWA with respect to all predefined measures as per the above procedure, a supervised406
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feature selection is performed to identify the most informative features utilizing the manual407

grading as ground truth. This also comes with two more advantages: First, the removal of408

redundant features improves computational efficiency for the subsequent operations. Second,409

it simplifies the resultant model, making it easier to interpret by clinicians.410

Although a wide range of methods have been established for feature selection, the Wrap-411

per feature selection38 is employed for its being highly effective at retaining or improving412

the accuracy of classification. Moreover, combing with a forward stepwise searching scheme,413

the Wrapper feature selection also retains original feature semantics and enables to explore414

the feature selected at each iteration, which can be helpful for clinicians to decompose the415

rationale against domain expertise. In particular, the feature selection algorithm employed416

here uses classification accuracy to select a subset of features through a process which starts417

off with an empty feature subset. In each iteration, a most influential feature that obtains418

the biggest gain in the classification accuracy is added to the feature subset. This is iterated419

until the accuracy does not increase by adding remaining features. It is worth noticing that420

other feature selection algorithms39 can also be employed in this MOWAFS to select an421

effective subset of the extracted image-level features.422

III. Results423

Once the nerve fibers are segmented in IVCM images by the deep learning-based algorithm424

CS-NET28, tortuosity values of each single nerve fiber can be calculated using those mea-425

sures which are summarized in Table 1 and detailed in Section II.C.. For each of the eight426

tortuosity measures, the OWA based image-level features defined by Eqn. (11) with twenty-427

one weighting vectors (see Section II.D.1. for details), and the kNNDOWA based image-level428

feature defined by Eqn. (16) are extracted.429

Three classic classification algorithms are employed to evaluate the performance of fea-430

ture subsets in Wrapper, i.e., the Support Vector Machines with radical basic function kernels431

40, k Nearest Neighbors41, and C.45 Decision Tree42 (denoted in the following as SVM, NN,432

and DT, respectively). The Weka43 implementations of the three classification models are433

employed in the experiment. In addition to the proposed MOWAFS, the features extracted434

by using kNNDOWA independently and the OWA extracted features with Wrapper feature435
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selection (OWA-FS) are also tested. Since the number of extracted image-level features436

equals the number of employed fiber-level tortuosity measures by using conventional aggre-437

gation methods, the maximum size of selected feature subsets in Wrapper is set to M , (i.e.,438

8) in this experiment for fair comparison.439

Extracted image-level features now form input to the classification models for the overall440

tortuosity grading. The classification accuracy results across the PUB-man, PUB-auto, and441

OWA-auto data sets are summarized in Table 2, where the row represents the conventional442

methods: (Average, Maximum, LenA: length-weighted averaging) and the new methods443

(OWA-FS, kNNDOWA, MOWAFS) used for extracting features. For the PUB data set,444

the original labels of “High, Medium, and Low” are employed as the ground truth of the445

classification task, and for the OWN data set, the manual labels of “Grade1-4” are employed446

as the ground truth. The accuracy is calculated as the ratio of correctly classified images447

over all images in the data set. Following the standard performance assessment protocol448

employed in3, the weighted accuracy (wAcc), the sensitivity (wSe), the specificity (wSp),449

positive predicted value (wPpv) and negative predictive value (wNpv), which are defined as450

follows, are also employed to evaluate the performance based on the SVM and the results451

are reported in Table 3.452

wAcc =
N
∑

c=1

rc
TPc + TNc

TPc + TNc + FPc + FNc

, (17)453

454

wSe =
N
∑

c=1

rc
TPc

TPc + FNc

, (18)455

456

wSp =
N
∑

c=1

rc
TNc

TNc + FPc

, (19)457

458

wPpv =
N
∑

c=1

rc
TP

TPc + FPc

, (20)459

460

wNpv =
N
∑

c=1

rc
TNc

TNc + FNc

, (21)461

where TPc, TNc, FPc, and FNc are the true positives, true negatives, false positives, and462

false negatives, respectively, for the c-th grade (c = 1, 2, · · · , N). N denotes the number of463
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total tortuosity grades, i.e., N = 3 for PUB and 4 for OWN. rc represents the percentage of464

images whose grade is gc in a data set.465

Each value in Tables 2 and 3 is calculated by averaging 10 random runs of 10-fold466

cross validation, with the best performance for each performance criterion highlighted in467

boldface. To validate the statistical significance of the experimental results, the paired t-test468

is carried out between the LenA and MOWAFS. The differences of all such paired results469

are statistically significant with p-values are smaller than 0.05.470

As clearly reflected in Table 2, performances computed on top of features extracted471

by the proposed method dominate those calculated using the conventional averaging and472

length-weighted averaging methods, regardless of the selection of classifier and testing data.473

Notably, the averaged performance using the proposed MOWAFS has significantly improved474

upon the Average and LenA methods by 15.44% and 14.34%, respectively.475

Table 3 shows that the OWA based method (OWA-FS) outperforms the conventional476

methods (Average, Maximum, and LenA) over all performance criteria, which indicates477

that weighting nerve fibers with respect to tortuosity measures instead of nerve length can478

extract image-level features of higher quality, while the independent use of kNNDOWA479

based method is not as good as the OWA based ones. However, the joint use of OWA480

based and kNNDOWA based features, i.e., the MOWAFS, also outperforms the conventional481

aggregations and the OWA-FS over most of the performance criteria for the tested data sets.482

This also demonstrates it is beneficial to utilize the reliability of each fiber’s tortuosity degree,483

which leads the generation of data-driven weights in extracting image-level features.484

Although the experimental results show high accuracy for the proposed methods, the485

difference between results of the PUB data set and OWN data set is apparent. One pos-486

sible explanation is that the OWN data set is labeled by only one clinician, thus making487

it potentially suffer from high intra-observer variability. Since the MOWAFS is based on a488

supervised feature selection mechanism, the quality of training data is crucial to the perfor-489

mance of the resultant model. The subjectivity embedded in the protocols of manual corneal490

nerves tortuosity analysis directly influences the accuracy of labeled data, which forms a big491

challenge to building an accurate automated system for corneal nerve tortuosity grading.492

The proposed MOWAFS provides a computational way to characterize the clinicians’ per-493

ception of how the tortuosity of multiple nerve fibers in an IVCM image is aggregated. By494
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using the proposed method, accuracy improvement on both the PUB and OWN data sets495

validates that the modeling and optimization of the fiber-level tortuosity aggregation is a496

significant step in building an effective automated corneal nerve tortuosity grading system497

based on IVCM images.498

IV. Discussion499

IV.A. Analysis on Correlations of Image-level Features500

To evaluate the correlation between the extracted features and the ground truth provided by501

ophthalmologists, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient rs is employed, which falls in502

the range of [−1,+1] with the +/− sign indicating the positive/negtive correlation between503

the two ranks. The resultant values of rs between image-level features extracted by different504

approaches and the ground truth are shown in Figure 6, where the Y-axis is rs and the505

X-axis represents the attitudinal character of a weighting vector generated by OWA, which506

indicates the aggregation behavior. The results of OWA-based features are represented as507

curves marked by circles. The results of kNNDOWA-based and length-weighted features508

(LenA) are represented as solid and dash straight lines, respectively.509

From an overall perspective, regardless of the data sets or the fiber-level tortuosity mea-510

sures used, significantly different correlations between the ground truth and the extracted511

image-level features may be obtained depending on the choice of a particular aggregation512

method. This clearly demonstrates the significance of image-level feature extraction to the513

overall automated evaluation of corneal nerve tortuosity. To examine more closely, all the514

highest rs values are achieved using features generated by OWA and kNNDOWA based515

methods for the OWN-auto data set. For the PUB-auto data set, the OWA and kNNDOWA516

based features also result in higher or at least comparable correlation values that are ob-517

tainable by the conventional length-weighted features with only one exception at F 5. With518

two exceptions at F 2 and F 7 out of all eight metrics, similar results are achieved on the519

PUB-man scenario. Instead of favoring any particular choice of aggregation, the proposed520

methods are able to generate a variety of features, some of which are clearly more correlated521

with the ground truth than the conventional length-weighted method.522

The OWA operator can generally be characterized by the attitudinal character A-C523
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with the overall aggregation showing more andness if A-C is closer to 0 or more orness if524

A-C is closer to 1. With regard to Figure 6, the correlations resulted from using extreme525

A-C values (i.e., close to 1 or 0), are generally not as high as those using mid-range values.526

Another observation is that the highest values of rs do not result from using aggregator with527

A-C(W ) = 0.5 (i.e., the conventional average operator), which generally lie in the range of528

[0.2, 0.4] or [0.6, 0.8]. As such this demonstrates OWA operators with appropriately selected529

attitudinal character can be more effective than the classical aggregation operators such as530

minimum, maximum, and average for extracting image-level features.531

Another interesting point to note is that correlations on the in-house data set are gen-532

erally lower that those achieved on the public one. The gap is possibly attributed to a533

significantly higher number of instances embedded in the in-house collection. For manual534

grading involving subjective bias, it is naturally more difficult for experts to reach higher535

consensus on a data set with more instances, hence more challenging to model the manual536

grading process. This in turn calls for data-driven methods to select features of the most537

indicative, which then forms input to powerful and interpretable classifiers44 to advance the538

tortuosity evaluation.539

IV.B. Analysis on Selected Features540

The proposed method generates a set of aggregation operators whose weighting vectors541

are predefined or learned from the input values, thereby possibly resulting in image-level542

features being redundant or even misleading in the classification. The Wrapper based feature543

selection is employed to select a subset of those features of the most informative to the544

tortuosity evaluation. Figure 7 demonstrates the iterative generations of the algorithm on545

three data sets, where the X-axis indicates the number of iterations and the Y-axis indicates546

the classification accuracy. Each data point is labeled with the choice of fiber-level tortuosity547

measure and the underlying attitudinal character with respect to the OWA based image-level548

feature. It is worth noticing that, as more instances and higher complexity are contained549

in the OWN-auto than those in the PUB-auto and OWN-auto data sets, both the SVM550

and DT classifiers select more than eight features before the accuracy stop increasing in the551

Wrapper.552

By using a greedy searching scheme initialized with an empty feature subset, it is not553
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surprising that the accuracy increases with the increment of features selected for inclusion.554

While iteratively adding features with the Wrapper algorithm, the choice of classifier may af-555

fect the evaluation of feature subsets. Nevertheless, all the three classifiers select the features556

generated by kNNDOWA on the PUB-auto and OWA-auto data sets in the first iteration,557

which indicates that the weighting vector learned from data can be more informative than558

those pre-defined ones in this experiment. The main reason is that the automated segmen-559

tation of nerve fibers is not as accurate as the manual tracing and the resultant tortuosity560

values of nerve fibers in an image may contain noises. By using the kNNDOWA with k561

set to a high number (e.g. in this experiment, k is one third of the number of segmented562

nerve fibers in an image), the noises in the tortuosity values are less weighted. For different563

classification algorithms, the selected features in the subsequent iterations do not remain as564

similar as the initial iteration. As the accuracy is evaluated on the feature subset, individual565

features with high rs coefficient does not necessarily indicate a better choice for the feature566

subset as a whole. Instead, individual features with small correlations (e.g., the F 1(0.00)567

in the PUB-man data set) may be selected, as their inclusion may contribute more to the568

increase of classification accuracy for the underlying feature subset.569

It can be seen from Figure 7 that all three tested classification algorithms tend to570

select fewer features on the PUB-man data set. The faster convergence and higher resul-571

tant accuracy of the Wapper algorithm on the PUB-man data set reveal the potential flaw572

of conventional tortuosity grading pipeline whereby the quality of tortuosity evaluation is573

dependent on the quality of segmentation of nerve fibers.574

What is reflected in the experiment is that despite the tortuosity degrees of individual575

nerve fibers are known, the aggregation over all nerve fibers is crucial to the final performance576

of the automated tortuosity grading pipeline. The experimental results demonstrate the577

effectiveness of the proposed MOWAFS to perform image-level feature extraction based578

on both the pre-defined and data-driven weighting vectors. This also suggests that the579

simultaneous use of multiple and diverse aggregation operators could lead to more stable580

and robust results compared with those using individual feature extraction method.581
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IV.C. Limitations of MOWAFS582

Although the MOWAFS can substantially increase the accuracy using geometric measures to583

predict subjective tortuosity grading, the limitations of the proposed method are also worth584

discussing. First of all, the limited availability of corneal nerve images, particularly the lack585

of universally accepted tortuosity grading labels, restricts the experimental validation of586

any automated method including the MOWAFS. It also limits the development of machine587

learning models which requires large training examples, such as the deep learning models.588

To our best knowledge, the MOWAFS is the first one which focuses on the formal com-589

putational modeling of clinicians’ perception in fiber-level tortuosity aggregation amongst590

the state-of-the-art automated pipelines of corneal nerve tortuosity analysis. However, it can591

be expected that the joint use of MOWAFS with other techniques such as the ensemble of592

multiple scaled images, multiple tortuosity measures, and multiple segmentation algorithms593

may produce a more robust automated system for corneal nerve analysis than the individual594

use of MOWAFS.595

From the perspective of machine learning models, the hypothesis space of MOWAFS can596

be further extended. The proposed method assumes pre-defined stress functions or aggrega-597

tion weights in OWA. A complete data-driven modeling of clinicians’ perception in fiber-level598

tortuosity aggregation should also include the learning of stress functions from labeled da-599

ta. The implementation of such a model requires experts from both machine learning and600

ophthalmology to takes efforts to investigate the types and parameters of learnable stress601

functions, and also develop proper learning algorithms for optimizing their values.602

V. Conclusions603

Owing to the significance of the corneal nerve in support of the examination and diagnosis604

for a number of diseases, this paper presents a transparent framework with novel image-level605

feature extraction for the tortuosity grading of corneal nerve fibers, whereby an image-level606

feature extraction approach is proposed based on two types of aggregation methods and607

feature selection. Supported with statistical tests, experimental studies on two real-world608

data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, in comparison with the609

conventional length-weighted averaging approach.610
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Whist promising, this research also opens up an avenue for significant further investi-611

gation of applying OWA and alternative fuzzy methods45,46 for interpretable medical image612

processing. For instance, it would be potentially more effective to develop a method which613

supports the aggregation of fiber-level tortuosity with adaptive stress functions or weighting614

vectors in a supervised manner. With the present work focusing on the reliability of each615

corneal nerve fiber, it would be interesting to alternatively investigate the reliability of tor-616

tuosity measures and regions of IVCM images for tortuosity grading. Finally, the proposed617

feature extraction methods could be naturally extended to cope with a broader range of618

medical imaging tasks47.619
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Figure Legends772

• Figure 1: A-H are examples of corneal nerve images with different tortuosity levels of773

the OWN dataset (columns from left to right: Grades 1 to 4) and I-L result from the774

automated fiber tracing of E-H, respectively.775

• Figure 2: The framework of automated corneal nerve tortuosity grading with an explicit776

feature extraction777

• Figure 3: An example for the calculation of straight line segments (solid red lines)778

and the slope angle α. The dots and circles indicate the points of local maximal and779

minimal K, respectively.780

• Figure 4: The flowchart of the MOWAFS method, in which the input is IVCM images781

with segmented nerve fibers and output is a set of image-level features for tortuosity782

analysis. Two types of aggregations, the OWA and kNNDOWA, are jointly used in783

this method.784

• Figure 5: Examples of linear stress functions. The higher values from a stress function785

on the right/left side of [0, 1] reflect higher weights associated with nerve fibers with786

lower/higher tortuosity degrees in the OWA aggregation.787

• Figure 6: rs coefficients between ground truth and extracted image-level features based788

on each tortuosity measure. The circles or solid lines above the dot line indicate the789

rs values of OWA or kNNDOWA based features are higher than those based on the790

length-weighted averaging.791

• Figure 7: Results of the wrapper-based feature selection. The labels of data points792

indicate fiber-level tortuosity measure and the underlying attitudinal character value793

(features generated by kNNDOWA are indicated as ’D’). For example, F 1(0.00) in-794

dicates the feature generated from the tortuosity measure F 1 with an OWA operator795

whose attitudinal character value is zero.796
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Figures and Tables797

Figure 1: A-H are examples of corneal nerve images with different
tortuosity levels of the OWN dataset (columns from left to right:
Grades 1 to 4) and I-L result from the automated fiber tracing of
E-H, respectively.
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Figure 2: The framework of automated corneal nerve tortuosity
grading with an explicit feature extraction

Figure 3: An example for the calculation of straight line segments
(solid red lines) and the slope angle α. The dots and circles indicate
the points of local maximal and minimal K, respectively.

Table 1: Measures for fiber-level tortuosity evaluation
No. Notations Equations Geometric Standards

F 1 τL
30 Eqn. (3) Length

F 2 τC
14 Eqn. (4) Curvature

F 3 τSC
14 Eqn. (5) Curvature

F 4 τMC
23 Eqn. (6) Curvature

F 5 τDCI
31 Eqn. (7) Curvature

F 6 τICM
18 Eqn. (8) Twist, Length

F 7 τ 1 Eqn. (9) Twist, Length
F 8 τMS

15 Eqn. (10) Angle
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Figure 4: The flowchart of the MOWAFS method, in which the
input is IVCM images with segmented nerve fibers and output is
a set of image-level features for tortuosity analysis. Two types of
aggregations, the OWA and kNNDOWA, are jointly used in this
method.

Figure 5: Examples of linear stress functions. The higher values
from a stress function on the right/left side of [0, 1] reflect higher
weights associated with nerve fibers with lower/higher tortuosity
degrees in the OWA aggregation.

Table 2: Summary of classification accuracy (%)
PUB-man PUB-auto OWN-auto

SVM NN DT SVM NN DT SVM NN DT
Average 73.00 75.00 75.00 64.33 64.00 55.00 60.57 64.60 64.57
Maximum 66.34 57.33 67.00 43.66 44.33 58.67 51.69 55.57 55.60
LenA 71.01 73.33 51.67 75.67 76.67 75.00 59.31 61.37 61.97

OWA-FS 88.66 90.73 90.00 78.67 83.79 84.32 66.25 69.22 69.02
kNNDOWA 73.00 75.33 65.33 75.00 69.67 66.00 66.12 64.80 62.97
MOWAFS 89.01 91.19 90.00 82.33 85.54 86.32 69.87 69.86 70.94
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Table 3: SVM classification performance on image-level
features (%)

wAcc wSe wSp wPpv wNpv

P
U
B
-m

an
Average 82.00 73.00 86.50 74.69 87.02
Maximum 77.56 66.33 83.17 70.48 83.45
LenA 80.67 71.00 85.50 69.43 86.61

OWA-FS 92.44 88.67 94.33 88.60 94.49
kNNDOWA 82.00 73.00 86.50 72.75 86.78
MOWAFS 92.67 89.00 94.50 88.98 94.67

P
U
B
-a
u
to

Average 76.22 64.33 82.17 63.97 82.67
Maximum 62.44 43.67 71.83 43.02 72.17
LenA 83.78 75.67 87.83 75.19 88.61

OWA-FS 85.78 78.67 89.33 85.30 91.93
kNNDOWA 83.33 75.00 87.50 77.70 88.76
MOWAFS 88.22 82.33 91.17 84.91 92.50

O
W

N
-a
u
to

Average 73.71 62.08 58.13 51.05 80.79
Maximum 67.79 56.93 42.99 36.48 59.51
LenA 72.87 61.47 57.61 50.27 78.74

OWA-FS 77.50 68.72 62.76 63.57 87.10
kNNDOWA 77.41 66.64 65.32 56.12 84.20
MOWAFS 79.91 72.28 67.54 62.90 87.24
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Figure 6: rs coefficients between ground truth and extracted image-
level features based on each tortuosity measure. The circles or
solid lines above the dot line indicate the rs values of OWA or
kNNDOWA based features are higher than those based on the
length-weighted averaging.
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Figure 7: Results of the wrapper-based feature selection. The labels
of data points indicate fiber-level tortuosity measure and the under-
lying attitudinal character value (features generated by kNNDOWA
are indicated as ’D’). For example, F 1(0.00) indicates the feature
generated from the tortuosity measure F 1 with an OWA operator
whose attitudinal character value is zero.
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